ERGEBNISSE DER IHA TULLN 01.10.2005
Flatcoated Retriever
Richter: Dr. Tamas Jakkel, H
RÜDEN-JÜNGSTENKLASSE
902 Lenny of Fridolin's Flat
B: Dangl D. u. H.
902 / good type, nice head, good balanced and substanced to his age, but he
is laming to his left legs on the move, NE
nicht entsprechend
RÜDEN-JUGENDKLASSE
903 Akim vom Retrieverzwinger
B: Makovich Sven
903 / good type, nice head and expression, good balance and substance, well
angulated hint legs, would prefer more undercoat, moves well, V
V1, JB
904 Black Amanda's Vote for Me
B: Nielsen Anette
904 / nice typy balanced dog, would prefer better feet, excellent coat quality,
moved with loose elbows, V
V2
RÜDEN-ZWISCHENKLASSE
905 Hortensius z Kroukati
B: Lossmann Anita
905 / masculine head, a bit straight shoulders, loose elbows, good substance,
but would prefer stronger bones, he is not in top showcoat today, moved well,
but with a bit high tail carriage, SG1
SG1
RÜDEN-OFFENE KLASSE
906 Aiko vom Riedmarkbründl
B: Spatt Cathrin
906 / good type, masculine head, good neck and shoulders, nicely built typy
dog with excellent temperament, moved well, V
V1, CACA
907 Geronimo of Fridolin's Flat
B: Dr. Auger Susanne
907 / strongly built, but a little bit heavy dog with too short body, nice head,
good shoulders, excellent temperament, would prefer more drive on the move,
SG
SG
908 Shannon vom Retrieverzwinger B: Mathe M. u. W.
908 / strong masculine dog, but a bit cuarsed all over, a bit heavy head, good
shoulders, plenty of substance, a little bit long body, good coat quality, he is
pacing to much on the move, SG
SG4
1

909 Xaro vom Retrieverzwinger
B: Mag. Minnich Michaela
909 / good type, nice head, good balance and substance, well angulated in
front and rear, in good coat condition, moved well, V
V2, RCACA
910 Xyro vom Retrieverzwinger
B: Stampf Sven
910 / strong powerful male, masculine a bit to bright skull, he is up to the size,
just a bit to short on body, but has a lot of substance, a nice coat, also an
excellent temperament, moved well,
V3
RÜDEN-GEBRAUCHSHUNDEKLASSE
911 Lijynis Limelight
B: Nielsen Svend
911 / my favorite type, lovely head, good balance and substance all over,
correct anatomic, but would prefer more coat on him, moved well, V
V2, RCACA, RCACIB
912 Royal Silk Gamblerman
B: Berzacola Chiara
912 / nice english type, nice head, good neck and shoulders, excellent
forechest, good balance and substance, good angulated in hint legs, excellent
coat, moved well but would prefer a better topline, V
V1, CACA, CACIB, BOB – 1. Platz, Sieger FCI-Gruppe VIII
RÜDEN-CHAMPIONKLASSE
913 Raid z Vlcich Luk
B: Rytichova Radka
913 / good type, nice masculine head, a little bit short neck, good shoulder,
plenty of substance, well angulated in front and rear, excellent coat, moved
well, V1. CAC
V1, CACA
HÜNDINNEN-JÜNGSTENKLASSE
914 Lillepige of Fridolin's Flat
B: Moser Michael
914 / nice type, lovely head, she has an irregular bite, good neck and
shoulders, balance and substance, front can be better, versprechend
versprechend
HÜNDINNEN-JUGENDKLASSE
915 Springwater Aureen Joyce
B: Eppelein Silvie
915 / good type, nice head, she can’t be any bigger in the future, well
angulated in front and rear, nice coat, moved well with a bit loose elbows, V
V1, JB
916 Zukie vom Retrieverzwinger
B: Urch Silvia
916 / good type, nice feminine head, correct front, good balance but would
prefer more coat on her, correct movement but loose elbows, V
V2
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HÜNDINNEN-ZWISCHENKLASSE
917 Bel-Bernadeta Blues Aknel Top B: Ragger Marlies
917 / feminine head, good neck, a little bit to sprung ribs, would prefer better
topline and more undercoat, well angulated hint legs, moved with high front
action, SG
SG2
918 Jilli Passion of Fridolin's Flat B: Dr. Berchtold Hans-Hartmut
918 / nice feminine bitch, lovely head, good balance and substance, sufficient
coat, excellent shoulders and forechest, moved well, V1, CAC
V1, CACA
HÜNDINNEN-OFFENE KLASSE
919 Ataiga of Fridolin's Flat
B: Dr. Berchtold Hans-Hartmut
919 / good type, nice head, good shoulders, i would prefer a better topline and
underline, the underline is hanging down, nice coat, well angulated hint legs,
would prefer more drive on the move, SG
SG2
920 Xandy vom Retrieverzwinger B: Grill Ingrid
920 / excellent type, very feminine, general appearance, nicely headed, good
neck and shoulders, excellent substance, i would prefer more coat on her,
moved well with a little wide fron, V1, CAC
V1, CACA, RCACIB
HÜNDINNEN-GEBRAUCHSHUNDEKLASSE
921 Starworkers Daily News
B: Nielsen Helle
921 / very well balanced typy bitch whith excellent temperament, nicely
headed, correctly built, just needs more coat to finish the picture, V1. CAC
V1, CACA, CACIB
HÜNDINNEN-VETERANENKLASSE
922 Karah vom Retrieverzwinger B: Mag. Wolf Katja
922 / very nice 9 ½ years old bitch, nicely headed, correct neck, shoulders,
well angulated hint legs, slightly long, good coat quality, moved well, V1
V1
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